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FROM SEMIPRO TO THE NATIONAL LEAGUE: A CINCINNATI STORY
-           -       By FREDERICK IVOR-CAMPBELL

AS THE 1879 SEASON WOUND DOWN the Cincinnati Base Ball Association was on the verge of collapse. Racked by dissension
among the players, stuck in fifth place since the end of June and $10,000 in debt, there was little doubt that this would be the Reds'
final season in the National League. Seeing an opportunity to rise in the world, Cincinnati's semipro Star club offered to fill the gap.
"The Cinti. Star B. B. Association," wrote the Stars' secretary to League president William F. Hulbert on 23 September,

  in view of the probable retirement of the Cinti. B. B. Club from the League, hereby makes application, if said vacancy should
  occur, for admission to said League Association, for the season of 1880. The required fee will be forwarded immediately upon
  notification.
                                          By order Board of Directors.
                                                               Chas. T. Blackburn
                                                                  Sec'y Cinti. Star B. B. Ass.

Blackburn embossed the letter with the club's seal, and Star
president Justus Thorner cosigned it.
   The very next day, Reds president J. M. W. Neff threw in
the towel and notified his players that their services would no
longer be needed after the end of the season. A month to the
day later, the Reds sent the League their official resignation.
   One of the main reasons for the Reds' decline in the field
and the consequent drop in attendance that led to the ruinous
loss of revenue was dissension among the players caused by
the huge $2,000 salaries paid to three players while the rest
struggled along at $800 each. League owners, concerned by
the escalating cost of hiring or retaining star players, met in a
special meeting on 29 September to address the problem.
Their solution was what became known  as the "reserve rule,"
the contract clause that for most of the next century would
effectively bind professional players to their clubs.
   The application of the Stars-who dropped "Star" from their
name to become simply the Cincinnati Base Ball Association,
a club name identical to that of the defunct Reds-was reported
on favorably at the League board of directors meeting in
Buffalo on 3 December, and the Reds' letter of resignation was
placed on file. That afternoon, at the League's annual meeting,
the former Stars were "unanimously elected a member of the
League, and Messrs. Justus Thorner and O. P. Caylor were
duly admitted as the representatives of that organization."
   Thorner sacked all but one member of his 1879 Stars team,
upgrading his club with a mix of players who had been out of
the majors for a while and players from Cincinnati and
Syracuse, the two National League clubs that went under in
1879. Of the team that represented Cincinnati in 1879, only

pitchers Will White and William "Blondie" Purcell were
regulars for the 1880 team. James "Deacon" White, one of the
$2,000 players, who had caught for the 1879 Reds (and
managed the team briefly), also played for the 1880 club,
mostly in the outfield-but only after holding out the first half
of the season. White's replacement as catcher was John Clapp,
formerly of Buffalo (NL), who was also named the new
Cincinnati manager. Not signed were the other two $2,000
players from 1879: shortstop Ross Barnes sat out the 1880
season before ending his career with Boston the next year, and
first baseman/manager Cal McVey left the National League to
manage and play ball in California.
   One player from the 1879 Star club-first baseman John
"Long John" Reilly-was retained as a substitute. He played
regularly after making his major league debut on 18 May, and
although he batted only .206 in 73 games, he went onto a solid
career with Cincinnati's American Association team, twice
leading the AA in slugging and home runs.
   The 1880 Cincinnati roster was Ml of players still
remembered by students of the nineteenth century game. In
addition to the White brothers, Clapp, Purcell and Reilly, there
were the Irish-born Andy Leonard, returning to Cincinnati for
the first time since his days with the famous Red Stockings of
1869-70, John Manning, Leonard's teammate in 1878 with
League champion Boston, Hick Carpenter from Syracuse, in
the second of his eleven major league seasons, and rookie
second baseman Charles "Pop" Smith, who would play twelve
years in the majors. Sam Wright also played nine games for
Cincinnati in a brief career overshadowed by those of older
brothers Harry and George.



   For all its promise, Cincinnati went nowhere in 1880.
After rising to seventh place for a couple of days in late May,
the team sank to last-place eightth, where they drifted through
the rest of the season to a 21-59 record. At a special League
meeting in Rochester, N.Y., on 6 October, after the club
refused to sign an agreement to forbid the sale of liquor on
their grounds and in their buildings, the other owners adopted
a resolution:

   Whereas. The Cincinnati Base Ball Association has failed
 to respond in a satistfactory manner, to the injuiries relative
 to its intentions regarding observance of the rules,
 agreements and requirements of the League.
   Resolved: That the position of the Cincinnati Association
 in the National League of Professional Base Ball Clubs be,
 and is hereby declared vacated.
   Resolved: That a copy of this preamble and resolution be
 transmitted to the Cincinnati Base Ball Association.

Thus ended Cincinnati's representation in the National League
for the rest of the 1880s.
   The Cincinnati Base Ball Association of 1880 was not
unique in its rise from semipro to major league status, but it
was a party to a couple of other unique tidbits of major league
history.
   In replacing the Reds of 1879, the 1880 Cincinnatis became
the third club in four years to hold the city's National League
franchise. One club replacing another is not unique. It has
happened a number of times in major league history, most
recently in 1961, when a new Washington club replaced the
club that became the Minnesota Twins. But only in Cincinnati
has a major league club been replace twice by a new club
without a gap of time between them.
   Cincinnati was a charter member of the National League in
1876, but after finishing last with a 9-56 record in the League's
inaugural season, the club disbanded in June 1877 after
winning only three of its first twenty games. For a couple of
weeks Cincinnati waited while a new club was formed to take
over the Reds' schedule. The new Reds did little better than
the old, but after reorganizing themselves in September they
managed to finish the season. The League did not officially
recognize the replacement club's games as part of the 1877
championship record, but after the new Reds were admitted to
fall League membership that fall, they burst forth in 1878 with
a strong second-place finish before expiring themselves a year
later.
   The 1880 Cincinnati club's other claim to uniqueness is its
place as the first of Justus Thorner's three major league clubs.
Thorner holds the unique distinction of serving, within the
space of five years, one year each as president of three
different major league dubs in the same city but in three
different leagues. His 1880 National League club was
followed two years later by Cincinnati's American Association
club - which won the first AA pennant with a 55-25 record,
compiling the best winning percentage (.688) in the city's
major league history-and two years after that by Cincinnati's
entry in the short-lived Union Association, where his team
played very well (68-46, .660) but finished a distant second to
UA founder Henry Lucas's overwhelming St. Louis Maroons.

Sources: Spalding's Guide, 1880 1881; Donald Dewey and
Nicholas Acocella, Encyclopedia of Major League Baseball

Teams (1993); David Nemec, The Great Encyclopedia of 19th
Century Major League Baseball (1997). Total Baseball V
(1997). The Cincinnati Star letter is in the author's collection.
Thanks to DAVID BALL for information on Long John Reilly.

FRANCHISE, CLUB, TEAM
THEY'RE NOT SYNONYMS

By FREDERICK IVOR-CAMPBELL

IN MY EARLY LIFE AS A BASEBALL FAN I understood
the terms franchise, club and team pretty much synonymously,
and assumed that sportswriters varied their use of the words
simply to give variety to their writing. Maybe some of them
did, but now that I'm writing about the game myself I find that
by using these words more precisely I am able to covey more
clearly just what lam trying to say.
   As one of my dictionaries defines it, a franchise is "the right
granted by a company to a dealer, retailer, or the like to sell a
product or service in a specified territory," and "the territory to
which such a right is restricted." Another dictionary adds a
more focused definition: "the right to own a member team as
granted by a league in certain professional sports." A franchise
is not a ball club, but the right to a club, and the territory it
serves. Using the example of my Cincinnati story, the
Cincinnati franchise is not the Cincinnati ball club but the
Cincinnati territory and the right granted by the National
League to place a club there. From the League's organization
in 1876 through 1880 there was one Cincinnati franchise. But
in that time there were three clubs.
   The club is the organization and the people who make it up:
directors, administrators, staff, players. The National League's
three Cincinnati clubs from 1876 through 1880 had virtually
the same name (the first seems to have been the Cincinnati
Base Ball Club; the other two were the Cincinnati Base Ball
Association), but they were entirely separate organizations.
The encyclopedias generally fail to make this distinction,
either through ignorance (for example, my Cincinnati city in
Total Baseball, under Defunct Clubs, National League, which,
now that I know better, I need to rewrite), or in the
organization of their data. The text of Dewey and Acocella's
Encyclopedia of Major League Baseball Teams, for example,
makes it clear that three different clubs represented Cincinnati
in these years, but their story is contained in a single section
on the "Cincinnati Reds" of 1876-1880. (Unfortunately, in
their explanation they confuse club with franchise: "the Reds
were three successive franchises." Not so: there was one
National League Cincinnati franchise, represented in these
years by three successive clubs.) Dewey and Acocella further
confuse things by using the word teams in their title (or clubs;
the paperback version of their encyclopedia is titled The Ball
Clubs), while their text is organized chiefly by franchise.
Whenever a club moves from one city to another, or from one
league to another, they give it a new section in the book.
    I don't see many writers making a consistent distinction
between club and team, but I think such a distinction is useful.
If the club is the organization and everyone in it, the team is
the players, manager and coaches, the people who actually
play the game. The Knickerbockers were a club, but when
they played among themselves (as they did nearly all the



time), they fielded two teams (or nines, which in early
baseball writing is pretty much synonymous with teams.)
    Here's another example from Cincinnati's convoluted
franchise and club history. After the 1889 season Cincinnati's
American Association club left the AA for the National
League, where they played in 1890. On 9 October 1890 owner
Aaron Stem sold the club to a syndicate of Players' League
backers led by Albert L. Johnson, and as a PL club they
played a few postseason games. But on 20 October the PL
folded. It was expected that John T. Brush, who had been
awarded the now-vacant Cincinnati NL franchise, would
purchase the orphaned PL club to occupy his franchise, but
Johnson instead, in February 1891, accepted an invitation to
bring his club back into the AA (where it had played in 1889,
remember?). He then sold the club back to the NL (where it
had played in 1890). The outraged AA went to court to
prevent Johnson from receiving his $30,000 selling price, but
his club's manager and a majority of its players were signed by
Brush, forming the heart of his new NL team. So the team
played in the same city in the same league in both 1890 and
1891, representing the one NL franchise, but playing for two
different clubs. During the 1890-91 offseason (before they
signed with the new NL club) these players belonged to one
club representing successively three different Cincinnati
franchises: NL, PL, and AA. The American Association-
without a club to occupy its Cincinnati franchise after
Johnson's defection- -created a new club, which began the
1891 season but folded in August. (The American Association
itself lost its identity after the 1891 season, when it merged
with the National League.)

Cincinnati major league franchises occupied, 1876-present:

National League, l876-1880; 1890-present
American Association, 1882-1889; preseason-l7 Aug. 1891
Union Association, 1884
Players' League, 9-20 October 1890

Cincinnati major league clubs, 1876-present:

1. NL (1876-June 1877)
2.NL (July 1877-1879)
3. NL (1880)
4. AA (1882-1889)>NL (1890)>PL(9-20 Oct. 1890)>AA
   (Feb.189l)>sold to NL (preseason 1891) and dissolved;
  majority of players joined club #6
5. UA (1884)
6. NL (offseason 1890-'91-present)
7. AA (preseason-August 1891)

JOHN R HUSMAN
           REPORT FROM THE CHAIR
FOR MANY, this is a "slow" time of the year. We hear of
cabin fever, boredom and the like. But for me this is a favorite
time of the year, for more time is available (at least logic says
it should be) for what many of us like to do-research and
writing. Some of that is contained within these pages. Enjoy
reading about what your fellow committee members have
been doing.
    First of all, many thanks to our associate chair for
publications Fred Ivor-Campbell for the fall 1998 issue of

NCN. This issue continues his tradition of what I call
"reference quality" newsletters. We are fortunate to have them.
Please note that in that issue he indicated a publication
schedule with corresponding submission deadlines. Please
consider submissions to him on a timely basis. The more he
receives, the better our publication will be.
    Please join me in welcoming to our committee a significant
number of additional members, many of whom have come to
us because they desire to participate in the nineteenth century
portion of the SABR Century Surveys. I hope some will see
what we do and want to become involved.
    I urge all committee members to return the enclosed
committee membership renewal form, and to include e-mail
addresses where available. Further, I urge all to become
involved and contribute to some extent. This can be as little as
submitting a "Help Wanted" item for NCN or as significant as
proposing to head a committee project. Our subjects for
research and writing are limitless. At the very least, all should
participate by reading this publication. As was posted recently
on SABR-L, research and writing have no value if no one
reads. We welcome all who contribute this way.

RECOMPILING THE STATS
THE 1889 NEW YORK GIANTS

LYLE SPATZ, who chairs SABR 's Baseball Records
Committee, prepared this item for his December1998
newsletter. We reprint it here to alert Nineteenth Century
Committee members to opportunities for taking part in this
needed research.

IN THE AUGUST NEWSLETTER I mentioned JOHN
O'MALLEY'S suggestion that a combined effort be made by
the Baseball Records Committee and the Nineteenth Century
Committee to recompile the National League statistics for
1876-1890. Fred Ivor-Campbell and John Husman, the
outgoing and incoming chairmen of the Nineteenth Century
Committee, and I discussed the proposal at our committee
meetings in San Francisco. While some members thought it
was "a prettygood idea," no one volunteered to work on such a
project. John, however, is undeterred. He has spent many
hours in the New York Public Library putting together the
stats for both the Giants and the visitors for each of the 1889
Giants home games.
    For batters, John is recording at bats, runs, hits, doubles,
triples, home runs, walks, strikeouts, and stolen bases. For
pitchers, it's decisions, games started, complete games,
shutouts, saves, innings pitched, runs, hits, home rums, walks,
and strikeouts.
    To get a complete season for the Giants, John would need
the numbers from the home games of the seven other clubs in
the league in 1889 Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Indianapolis,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Washington). Obviously, this is
not a one-man project. So if anyone is interested in doing one
of these teams for 1889, or any team for any year, please let
John know and he will help you get started.

Contact: JOHN J. O'MALLEY, 116 Pinehurst Ave., New York,
NY 10033. Tel. (212) 568-7387.



THE SPRING BAT

AMONG THE MOST ENJOYABLE baseball books is Dan
Gutman's Banana Bats and Ding-Dong Balls, stories of wise
and whacky baseball inventions. SABR researcher Pete
Zanardi draws our attention to one of the whacky bats Gutman
overlooked. U.S. Patent No. 59,313, dated 30 October 1866,
describes what inventor George W. Hill of Deep River,
Connecticut, called a "Spring Ba1l-Bat"-a base ball bat with
spring in it. "The nature of my invention," Hill wrote,

  consists in making a slit or slits in or through the upper or
  thick portion of the bat, (see Figure 1,) where it is designed
  that the ball shall hit, for the purpose of producing a spring,
  in order that the ball may be sent a greater distance when hit.
  The said slits may vary in length and in width; however,
  from eight to ten inches is suitable. The width may be
  uniform the fill length of the opening or slit, or it may be
  somewhat wider in the center than at the ends, as seen in
  Fig. 1. If the bat be inclined to split, a band of iron or other
  metal may be placed around the top of it.
    Fig. 3 is a section showing the slits or openings through
  the club.
    A rubber or a leather- band, or other yielding or flexible

  material, may be placed over the slitted portion of the bat, as
  seen in Fig. 2. If the bat be made of suitable material, it is
  preferable without these coverings over the slits.
    In order to stiffen the spring in the bat, strips of rubber or
  leather may be drawn through the slits and trimmed even
  with the surface of the bat

    Zanardi, with the help of Essex, Ct., historian Donald
Malcarne; has been researching inventor Hill's background.
From a study of town records, Malcarne believes it likely that
Hill worked before the Civil War in the "small but up to date"
Deep River woodworking shop of one Horace Pratt. Assessor
records show that Hill in 1861 received a$100 bounty awarded
to army enlistees. After the war he is again found in Deep
River, perhaps again working in one of the area's
woodworking shops. Zanardi suggests that Hill could have
invented his spring bat before the war, and seen "some
commercial .value to it while in the service," leading him to
seek his patent after the war's end.
   The rules of the day required that base ball bats be round and
made of wood, but they say nothing about adding slits or
metal bands or leather coverings. A loose interpretation of the
rules might have permitted play with a bat like Hill's. Did it
drive balls farther than ordinary bats? Was it ever used or
marketed? If you have evidence of the worth or history of the
"Spring Ball-Bat" let NCN know.

                           -FRED IVOR-CAMPBELL
                    From documents and information
                         supplied by PETE ZANARDI

SABR CENTURY SURVEYS
NINETEENTH CENTURY WRITE-IN NOMINATIONS

TWENTY-SIX MEMBERS of the Nineteenth Century
Committee sent in write-in nominations-naming 54 players
and 8 contributors -for the Nineteenth Century SABR Century
Surveys ballots. The 13 players who received three or more
nominations have bee,, added to the players ballot; umpire
John Gaffney, the only contributor to receive two
nominations, has been added to the contributors ballot.
   Cal McVey, with 9 write-in nominations, led the players,
followed by Tip O'Neill, 8, Jim Creighton, 6, and Herman
Long, 5. Dummy Hoy, Bill Hutchison, Ed McKean and Lip
Pike each received 4 nominations, and. Arlie Latham, Bobby
Lowe, Levi Meyerle, Elmer Smith and Ned Williamson each
received 3.
   Players receiving two nominations: Fred Carroll, Bud
Powler, Frank Killen, Bill Lange, En-a Sutton, Adonis Terry,
Gus Weyhing and Sol White. Receiving one nomination: Tom
Brown, Jack Burdock, Oyster Burns, Hub Collins, Tommy
Corcoran, Abner Dalrymple, Jerry Denny, Jack Doyle, Frank
Fennelly, Davy Force, Fred Goldsmith, Arthur Irwin, Joe
Leggett, Andy Leonard, Fergy Malone, Jimmy McAleer, Ed
Morris. Tim Murnane, John Peters, George Pinkney, Danny
Richardson, Orator Shaffer, Germany Smith, Jake Stenzel,
George Stovey, Tommy Tucker, Honus Wagner, Bobby
Wallace, Perry Werden, Curt Welch, Vic Willis, Walt Wilmot
and Chicken Wolf. Contributors who received one nomination
each: Cap Anson, Charles Comiskey, Bill Barnie, Mort
Rogers, Billy Sunday, William C. Temple, and Sol White.



JAMES R TOOTLE

           VINTAGE BASE BALL
      VBBA SCHEDULES ANNUAL MEETING

THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Vintage Base Ball
Association will be held on the weekend of April 17-18 at
Heritage Village (formerly Sharon Woods) in suburban
Cincinnati. The VBBA is an organization of clubs and
individuals dedicated to re-creating the game as it was played
in its formative years (1845-1920s). In addition to the regular
business meeting covering nineteenth century rules, points of
play, research presentations, and plans for the coming season,
activities will include a banquet, guest speakers, and a group
outing to a Reds game. Weather permitting, there will be an
opportunity to play an informal match using 1860s rules, or
perhaps a game of town ball or rounders. Those interested
(you need not be a member to attend) may contact VBBA
president GREG RHODES for details: 1908 Dexter Ave.,
Cincinnati, OH 45206; phone, (513) 861-4648; e-mail
<roadwest@fuse.net>

WATCH FOR...

THERE ARE SEVERAL NEW BOOKS of interest to our
committee. Scarecrow Press has issued DAVID STEVENS'
biography of J. M. Ward, Baseballs Radical for All Seasons,
which will be reviewed in the Spring issue of NCN. Also new
from Scarecrow" J. THOMAS HETRICK'S Chris Von der
Ahe and the St. Louis Browns, and David Q. Voigt's The
League That Failed, the story of the National League in the
final decade of the nineteenth century. From Johns Hopkins
University Press we have JAMES H. BREADY'S Baseball in
Baltimore: The First 100 Years. Thomas Dyja's acclaimed
novel of the Civil War and baseball, Play for a Kingdom
(1997), is now available in paperback from Harvest-Harcourt
Brace ($14). JACK KAVANAGH's The Heights of
Ridiculousness (Diamond, 1998), a true delight, dips into the
nineteenth century at several points in chronicling "the feats of
baseball's merrymakers." In May we can begin watching for
BRYAN DISALVATORE'S J. M Ward biography from
Pantheon, A Clever Base-ballist. This summer DAVID
ARCIDIACONO will publish his history of the Mansfields:
Midd1etown's Season in the Sun.

   Two important and eagerly anticipated reference works are
here at last: Arnerican National Biography (Oxford Univ.
Press, 24 volumes, $2,000; look for it in your library), and The
New Dickson Baseball Dictionary (Harvest-Harcourt Brace,
paper, $20), Paul Dickson's updated and thoroughly revised
edition of his 1989 classic. Members of our committee
contributed to both works.

HELP WANTED

MARC FINK (2748 E. 9th St, Tucson, AZ 85716
<mfink@pds.co.pima.az.us>) would like to know if the
experimental night game scheduled for 23 July 1890 in
Hartford (vs. Baltimore) was in fact played, and what the
reaction to the experiment was.
   Marc also seeks information beyond the usual sources on the
Players' League (1890), especially writings, papers, diaries,
etc. of either players or backers of the PL.
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